
ERDAS MosaicPro
ERDAS MosaicPro is the mosaicking 
module for LPS and ERDAS 
IMAGINE® that provides a robust 
solution for the entire mosaicking 
process, from seam generation and 
editing through radiometric adjustment 
and final product generation. This 
add-on module offers significant 
improvements in functionality for 
IMAGINE Mosaic Tool users. ERDAS 
MosaicPro is particularly useful for high 
volume production users who require 
an efficient means of editing seams for 
large projects that may involve large 
volumes of imagery.
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Image footprints displayed in MosaicPro



Earth to Business starts here.

Feature and Benefits: 

• Seam editing can now be performed in the embedded 
 ERDAS IMAGINE viewer. This eliminates the need to   
 launch an external viewer for cutline editing. 

• Visualize the output mosaic with ease using polygonal 
 seams. Imagery can be automatically rendered within the 
 seam polygon boundaries. This allows users to see exactly 
 what image portions will be used in the output mosaic. 

• In the embedded viewer, images are clipped to seam 
 polygons, if available. Image portions are immediately 
 updated when a seam edit is performed, resulting in a 
 “what you see is what you get” editing process. 

• Streamlined editing process. Images can be selected 
 within the embedded viewer. 

• Interactive control over which images are loaded in the 
 viewer. When working on a large project, this saves time by 
 loading only the necessary images. 

• Automatic image loading. User-definable controls of 
 image loading, with automatic image loading as the user 
 roams through the mosaic project.

• Streamlined user interface. All tools are now available 
 within a single easy-to-use toolbar.

• Image footprints. Displayed in the embedded viewer and 
 can easily be turned off and on.

• Multiple radiometric adjustment algorithms are available. 
 These help achieve optimal radiometric adjustment results.

• Batch processing fully supported, with the ability to save 
 project data to a script file. This avoids potential errors in 
 manual script generation.
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Editing seam polygons

Weighted seam polygons generated in ERDAS MosaicPro, with input imagery loaded


